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WELCOME TO EPC
Co-founded by Elelwani Muthelo, Ferdinand Mokete and Rendani Muthelo, Endunamoo Professional Course (‘EPC’) is
the third SAICA-accredited professional programme provider in the country. Its accreditation in 2020 marked a historic
and transformational milestone in the accountancy professional programme providers environment because it is the
ﬁrst 100% black owned run SAICA accredited APC Professional Programme Provider.
EPC is the third brand in the Endunamoo family of excellence and transformation, joining Endunamoo School of
Accounting and Endunamoo Board Course. Endunamoo School of Accounting provides high quality BCTA and CTA
support programmes and Endunamoo Board Course specialises in the delivery of comprehensive ITC preparatory
courses.
The suite of courses that forms part of the APC Professional Programme are as follows:
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Although the EPC brand resonates strongly with Endunamoo’s founding principle of responding to a need, its individual
brand philosophy is captured quite beautifully in the phrase “Empowering to Charge”. Our primary mission is to
empower our candidates to become well rounded professionals who think critically, consider diﬀerent dimensions
(social, economic and environmental) in their decision making while able to recognise and uphold ethical values of the
highest standard, thereby enabling them to take charge in positions of inﬂuence. We are excited about the prospects of
partnering with aspiring chartered accountants as we empower them to take charge.

On behalf of the EPC Team

Rendani Muthelo

,

Managing Director
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Candidate Journey
The candidate journey through our professional programme is illustrated below:

Journey
Phase 1
Reviewing
the scene

Phase 2
Setting
the scene

Phase 3
Developing
business
writers

Phase 4
Continuous
professional
development

Phase 5
Case-based
learning

Phase 6
Professional
development
continues

Overview

Milestones

Personalised feedback on 2020 APC
scripts and attention directing
individual assignments

Developmental assessments

Introducing the concept of a competent
professional and evaluation of professional
competence. Allocation of mentors
and group members

Mini case study A based on
previous APC case study

Engagement in the business
writing workshop to build skills
and confidence in professional
writing practices

• Business writing assignments
• Mini-case study B based on
previous APC case study

Understanding the context of technical
competence in case-based learning as
well as technical and practical updates

• CPD Multiple choice questions
• Business acumen tasks

Development through case studybased learning and additional
guidance to BC/LC candidates.
Supplementary assessment and
award of certificates

• First case study
(Individual and team submission)
• Second case study
(Individual and team submission)
• Final case study
(Individual submission)
• Supplementary case study
(Individual submission)

Enrolment into the APC Deferred
Course and personalised development
goals prepared

Personalised milestones to
be identiﬁed and agreed
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Distinctiveness

RIGOROUS FEEDBACK PROCESS
Our feedback system is based on three fundamental principles: personalised, motivational
and attention directing. We provide extensive feedback on each task, highlight areas of
strength to help candidates harness them, identify areas of development and strategies on
how to improve. Every case study feedback comprises of a two-day review session going
through the case study tasks in detail.

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Every candidate is required to attend our professional business writing workshop. Candidates shall be
empowered with the ability to communicate their thoughts in a concise and logical manner, at a tone that
is appropriate to the respective audience and in an appropriate format. We have partnered with seasoned
language experts and business writing facilitators to bring a world-class business writing workshop.

INNOVATIVE CASE STUDIES
PERSONALISED FEEDBACK SYSTEM
Our feedback system is personalised in that we journey with
candidates through all the phases in the programmes. The added
layer of reviewers as part of each marking process ensures that the
candidates are provided critical personalised feedback on their
developmental journey considering the outcome of their previous
assessments. Every candidate is unique and so should be their
feedback.

MENTORSHIP & CARETAKING SUPPORT
Our professional programme is focused on developing a ‘whole
professional’ and as a result, each candidate will be assigned a mentor
to assist in the development of ethical leadership, critical thinking and
business acumen skills. In addition, we have a Caretaker to provide
non-academic morale support throughout the programmes. Both the
Mentor and the Caretaker oﬀer a personal touch to candidates’
development.

FOCUS ON BUSINESS ACUMEN
We focus on the development of business acumen and commercial awareness by assigning
candidates to a professional sector group. The sector group allows candidates, their peers,
and professional staﬀ to engage and develop insight into a sector of interest. This journey is
coupled with two business acumen tasks that candidates work through with their mentors.
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The three compulsory case studies that form part of the candidates’
professional journey are based on common and emerging industries
and simulate real- life business issues. The case studies challenge the
candidates to develop and demonstrate critical thinking, ethical
leadership, high degree of decision making, problem solving skills,
eﬀective communication, and business acumen.

PASSIONATE AND DEDICATED
PROFESSIONAL TEAM
The professional team is comprised of young, talented, and highly
passionate chartered accountants that are obsessed with empowering
our candidates to success in the APC assessment as well as in their
professional careers.

PRACTICAL GUIDANCE TOWARDS
APC ASSESSMENT
We empower our candidates with practical skills that are necessary to see them
successful throughout the programme. We have sessions that are dedicated to eﬀective
research skills, working eﬀectively as a team, identifying triggers and actions and
eﬀective answering techniques.
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Our Professional Team

EPC is led by a young and highly passionate team obsessed with excellence

• Partner in the ﬁnancial services division at KPMG

Ferdinand Mokete
APC Programme Head
Competency Area:
All

Rendani Muthelo
Head of Operations

• Former external technical reviewer of APC examinations
• A lecturer in MBA at the Wits Business School
• Previously a part-time CTA - Taxation lecturer at WITS
• CTA Lecturer for Auditing and Taxation at Endunamoo
• Top 10 candidate in ITC
• Holds an LLB degree (Unisa)
• Holds a Certiﬁcate in Disruptive Strategy (Harvard University)

• Managing Director at Endunamoo
• Former Corporate Finance Transactor at RMB
• CTA Lecturer for Accounting, Finance and Management
Accounting at Endunamoo
• Top candidate in CIMA’s Enterprise Strategy and TOPCIMA

Competency Areas:

qualifying examinations (South Africa)

ACC, MAF and S&RM

• Top 10 candidate in QE2 (Financial Management)

Elelwani Muthelo

• Credit analyst at SEFA

Finance Executive

• Finance Executive & Mentorship Director at Endunamoo
• Completed all the CIMA qualifying examinations

Competency Areas:

• Former CTA marker at UNISA

Mentorship and Finance
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Our Professional Team

EPC is led by a young and highly passionate team obsessed with excellence

• IFRS Specialist at RMB Technical Accounting

Arson Malola

• Previously academic clerk and tutor at WITS
• CTA Lecturer for Accounting at Endunamoo

Competency Areas:

• Previously editor of Gripping GAAP textbook

ACC and TAX

• Top 10 candidate in ITC
• Holds a Master of Commerce (Accounting) (Wits)

• Professional Manager: Standards at IRBA

Kumukakwashe Matambo
Competency Areas:
AUD & GOV

• Previously Senior Manager at PwC – Audit Technical and Methodology
• Previously Audit Manager at Ngubane & Co.
• CTA Lecturer for Auditing at Endunamoo
• Previously Technical Advisor on the Committee For Auditing
Standards (CFAS) at IRBA
• Chaired the IRBA Staﬀ Audit Practice Alert 3: IFRS 15 Task Group
• Previously member of the South African Auditing Practice
Statement (SAAPS) 3 Task Group at IRBA
• Extensive experience in auditing standards setting

• One of SAICA’s Top 35 under 35 CAs(SA)
• Senior Lecturer and Subject Head of ManagementAccounting
and Finance at UWC

Elton Pullen
Competency Areas:
MAF and S&RM

• Part-time facilitator at University of the Stellenbosch Executive
Development
• Extensive experience in ITC and APC marking
• Assistant Team Leader for the 2019 and 2020 APC examination
• Holds a Master of Commerce (Financial Management)
• Currently pursuing a PHD in the Philosophy of Education, with an
emphasis on developing critical thinking skills in accounting students
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Our Oﬀering

Our APC Programme has three distinct courses designed to meet the needs of our candidates

APC Professional
Course

APC Repeaters
Course

APC Accelerated
Course

Candidate
proﬁle

APC ﬁrst time
candidate or repeat
candidate

APC repeating
candidate awaiting
APC2020 results

APC ﬁrst time candidate
awaiting the results for
ITC April 2021

Open day
session

4 March 2021

28 April 2021

28 April 2021

Commencement
date

27 March 2021

1 May 2021

1 May 2021

Registration
closing date

16 April 2021

3 May 2021

3 May 2021

Tuition fee

R 14 000

R 14 850

R 14 000

APC2020
script review

Not Applicable

Yes, incorporated
into tuition fee

Not Applicable

Registration fee

25% of the tuition fee

25% of the tuition fee

20% of the tuition fee

Payment terms
Mentorship
Critical
Skills
Delivery method

Balance of the tuition fees payable over 6 instalments until 31 October 2021
Mentorship programme is compulsory and begins immediately after Phase 2
The development of these professional skills is our priority: business
acumen, business writing skills, problem solving and decision-making
skills, integration skills and ethical leadership skills
Currently scheduled for online only delivery due to COVID-19.
Should circumstances change, further communication will be made

Additional
support

Personalised feedback-based marking approach, comprehensive and
integrated mentorship programme, caretaking programme and inprogramme workshop for borderline and limited competent candidates

Certiﬁcates

All candidates that successfully complete the course will be issued with
certiﬁcates. The certiﬁcate shall be valid for a period of three years from
issue date (i.e. three APC assessment sittings)
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Contact us
For further information, please contact us at:

General enquiries
Website:

www.endunamoo.co.za/apc

Social media:
Address:

Endunamoo

EndunamooSocial_

endunamoos

71 Grove Tree, Van Heerden Road, Halfway House, Midrand 1685

APC Course Coordinator

APC Candidate Caretaker

Primary queries:

Group and corporates registrations

Individual registrations & Candidate wellbeing

Name:

Livhuwani Muthelo

Zeliya Banda

Mobile/WhatsApp:

+27 61 049 3438

+27 84 282 3299

Email:

apc@endunamoo.co.za

apccare@endunamoo.co.za

Online Controller

Finance Administrator

Primary queries:

MyUniverse related queries

Finance related queries

Name:

Ndivhuwo Mphilo

Tsakani Bilankulu

Email:

online@endunamoo.co.za

ﬁnance@endunamoo.co.za

